Easy to use operator’s control panel

CONTROLLER

DRIVE AMPLIFIER
Three axis drive system uses AC brushless motors to ensure
rapid acceleration and positional accuracy. A ramp circuit
with corner slow down is included to produce smooth,
oscillation free motion through corners and arcs, even at
full cutting speed. Cutting speed is infinitely variable from 0
- 12000mm per minute with continuous indication on the
control panel.

The Silhouette as standard is fitted with a Burny 2.5+ or 10
LCD control which comes with a non-volatile 128K Memory
and can accomodate 512K internal storage expansion.
The unit can withstand the harshest of industrial
environments, its membrane keyboard being completely
sealed from the effects of dust, oil and other contaminants.
It is ideal for use with plasma, oxy-fuel, laser or water jet,
receiving its cutting information from a number of options
i.e., pre-programmed macros (standard shapes), manual data
input, punched paper tape or DNC link.

LONGITUDINAL DRIVE SYSTEM
Longitudinal linearity is accomplished by adjustable eccentric
check rollers guiding each side of the machine along linear
rails. Twin axis synchronised drives ensure smooth and
accurate travel even at hight speeds. Both sides of the
machine are powered via pulse width modulated amplifier
drive motors connected to a minimal synchronisation
between sides gives precise correlation of speed and
position. Any deviation caused for example by an
obstruction on either rail, disengages the drives.

TRANSVERSE DRIVE SYSTEM
The transverse master torch suspension is connected to an
endless, non-slip toothed belt rotating between a pulley at
each end of the beam and is powered by the same drive
system as the longitudinal axis. Additional torch suspensions
are drawn along by means of clamping to the belt.

RUNNING RAIL

Motorised torch station fitted with triple torch head for plate
edge preparation

Each pod is driven via motor gearbox along two parallel rails
mounted at floor level. Rail height is approximately 200mm
is designed to facilitate easy loading from either side by
crane or forklift truck. Each rail incorporates a precision rack
which is used by the synchronisation circuits to guarantee
squareness and the encoder to ensure positional accuracy.
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